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Abstract

The proliferation of location-enabled devices and the increasing use of social media platforms is producing a deluge of multi-dimensional data. Novel index structures are needed to efficiently process massive amounts of geotagged data, and to promptly answer queries with textual, spatial, and temporal components. Existing approaches to spatio-textual data processing either use separate spatial and textual indices, or a combined index that integrates an inverted index with a tree data structure, such as an R-tree or Quadtree. These approaches, however, do not integrate temporal, spatial, and textual data together. We propose a novel integrated index called Spatio-temporal Textual Interleaved Trie (STILT), which unifies spatial, textual, and temporal components within a single structure. STILT is a multi-dimensional binary-trie-based index that interleaves text, location, and time data in a space-efficient manner. It supports dynamic and parallel indexing as well as concurrent searching. With extensive evaluation we demonstrate that STILT is significantly faster than the state-of-the-art approaches in terms of index construction time and query latency.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The big data era is characterized by a rising volume of data generated from a variety of sources. These data sources include mobile devices, sensors, web and social media, internet-of-things communication, enterprise applications, digital archives, and public records. A recent estimate [13] indicates that there are more than 727 million tweets per day, or 8,400 per second. According to GSMA’s real-time tracker [9], the number of mobile devices world-wide is 8.95 billion. A growing number of these mobile devices are geolocation-enabled, producing massive streams of valuable geo-tagged data. The information produced by these sources often contain spatial, temporal, and textual components. A notable example of this is social media data, such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram posts. Leetaru [17] reports on the Twitter 1% stream from Jan. 1, 2012 through Oct. 31, 2018. His analysis shows that a change in Twitter policy in late April, 2015 resulted in a de-
crease from around 2% of geotagged tweets having precise GPS coordinates to around 0.5%. After April, 2015, the primary source for geographical location of the 1.5% of tweets that are geotagged was the centroid location of geographical place names. Sloan and Morgan [25] report that in a selected set of 30 million users in April 2015, 3.1% have geotagged tweets. Profile based location information may also be available for a Twitter feed, when the tweets are not explicitly geo-tagged. Another social media example are reviews about visited business venues (e.g. restaurants, bars, and shopping centers) on sites like Yelp. Blog posts and articles posted online are also a rich source of data containing time, location, and text. Other datasets may have explicit location information (e.g. Wikipedia articles), or some spatial components that can be used to derive a location. For time components, all documents have a few inherent data points: the time they were first created, first published, or last edited. In the event that none of those data points are known, we can simply choose the time at which the document was retrieved.

1.1 Motivation

These datasets involving text, time, and spatial information can provide valuable insights. Indexing is a common technique to support efficient query processing, particularly when the data volume is large and growing fast. A significant body of research exists on the topic of indexing temporal data. To index spatial data, tree-based approaches such as the R-tree, quadtree
and kd-trees are the most widely adopted. Supporting text search became an important area of research as search engines like Google and Yahoo became popular. The inverted index and its variants are the most popular data structure used for full text search in information retrieval systems and search engines. As location-based services (LBS) became widespread in the last decade, the research community focused on developing combined spatio-temporal indexes. Consequently, a number of systems were proposed, such as the TPR*-tree [32], BBx-index [20], ST2B-tree [5], STR-tree [28] and MV3R-tree [31]. Many of these systems adopt a versioned data structure approach, in which a “snapshot” of a tree or grid data structure is taken at regular time intervals. Then, while executing a search with spatio-temporal range queries, those versions of the data structure that match the query time range are processed. The rise of social media provided an impetus to invent indexes that can combine spatial and textual search. Indexing approaches such as the IR-tree [19] and the DIR-tree [7] are the outcome of this line of research. These indexes normally integrate an inverted index with a tree based approach, primarily an R-tree or quadtree, and take either a spatial-first or text-first approach. Additional optimization provided by S2I [30] and I³ [38] were introduced to take advantage of the fact that in a typical text dataset, some keywords appear far more frequently than others.

As more and more data sets include text, time, and location components in the same document, it is increasingly important to support queries that specify search criteria based on all 3 components. An example query is “Re-
Retrieve the 10 most relevant documents that contain the keywords ‘midterm’ and ‘election’ that were posted between November 6, 2018 and November 30, 2018 within 50 km of Washington, DC”. These queries can be processed by employing two or three different existing indexing approaches at once. To answer such a query, a spatio-temporal index can be used to apply the location and time criteria and an inverted index can be used to search based on the text. Then an intersection of these two resulting sets would yield the result set satisfying all 3 constraints. Another way to process these queries would require using a spatio-textual index first, followed by a temporal index to filter out results that do not match the query time range. These methods, however, necessitate employing more than one index and can therefore perform poorly if there is little overlap between the results of the different indices. The research community did not pay much attention to this problem until the introduction of the ST2I [12], which to our knowledge is the first index to provide a unified index and integrated ranking scheme that handles space, time, and text in a single data structure; however, it has a few limitations. First, it supports a limited character set and only supports strings up to 12 characters in length. This enables efficient bijective mapping between words and integers, but severely limits the languages that can be indexed, since it only supports alpha-numeric Latin characters. ST2I also lacks support for parallel operations to take advantage of modern multi-core processor, and it needs be entirely rebuilt every time data is added or removed from the index. These limitations limit ST2I’s practicality to static environments.
where new data arrives slowly and characters sets are predictable, such as historical archives. Note that a few other systems exist that support queries on data involving the spatial, temporal, and keyword attributes; however, they do not use an integrated data structure or a unified spatio-temporal textual ranking scheme like ST2I. For instance, Taghreed [21] supports a few types of queries such as spatio-temporal boolean range keyword search and top-k frequent keyword query; however, it does not support a ranking scheme that considers both spatial and textual relevance. Mercury [22] is a pyramid-based in-memory index designed to support top-k spatio-temporal textual queries. Its ranking mechanism, however, only incorporates spatial and temporal relevance; textual relevance is not considered.

To address the issues with existing approaches, we introduce an integrated spatio-temporal textual index that we call Spatio-temporal Textual Interleaved Trie (STILT). It is a multi-dimensional binary Patricia trie [24]. Tries are highly efficient on modern hardware for in-memory indexes. It has been noted by researchers [2] that well-designed tries can outperform comparison based indexes (such as B-tree or R-tree and their variants), particularly with string data. STILT converts indexable components (e.g. spatial, textual, temporal) to positive integers via a linear mapping. These integers are then bit-interleaved as follows:

\[ y_1 x_1 w_1 t_1 y_2 x_2 w_2 t_2 \ldots y_b x_b w_b t_b \]  

(1.1)
where $y_1, x_1, w_1, t_1$ refer to the first bit of the latitude, longitude, word, and time, respectively; $b$ is the number of bits for each of the four dimensions.

Figure 3.2 shows an example STILT index with three documents (shown in Table 3.1 with $b = 8$).

STILT was specifically designed to handle limitations of previous implementations. To handle arbitrarily long words, we index them based on their prefix. To handle character set mismatching, our textual encoding reserves a special value to represent characters not otherwise defined; this means that unexpected characters in documents will be properly indexed and searchable in the main data structure. To handle the rise of continuous data streams, we designed STILT to handle iterative and parallel insertion, as well as to support searching while insertions are in progress — it never needs to be taken offline to be rebuilt or queried.

To evaluate STILT, we conducted a comprehensive experimental study with 3 real-world datasets (see Table 5.1), against the state-of-the-art integrated index, ST2I. In fact, we extended ST2I to support parallel index construction and concurrent query execution, which are not supported by the original ST2I as described in [12]. Experimental results suggest that STILT is significantly faster than ST2I in terms of index construction and query (range and top-k search) execution times. For instance, with the Wikipedia dataset, the index construction time of STILT is $4.8 \times$ faster than that of ST2I. Furthermore, the range search execution time of STILT is $6.3 \times$ (Wikipedia dataset) and top-k search execution time is $2 \times$ (Twitter 20mi dataset) faster than those
of ST2I. We also evaluated STILT against a modified spatio-textual index $I^3$ index [38], which is considered to be one of the fastest spatio-textual indexes; we added support for a temporal component to its preexisting top-k query. With the Wikipedia dataset, STILT was $6.4 \times$ and $22.6 \times$ faster than $I^3$ in index construction and top-k search times, respectively. The modified $I^3$ index performed significantly worse than both STILT and ST2I in all cases.

1.2 Contributions

The principle contributions of this thesis are as follows:

- We developed a novel, space efficient, spatio-temporal textual index STILT, based on a multi-dimensional binary trie, which uses an adaptive node allocation strategy.

- Our system supports parallel index building and concurrent query execution, exploiting modern multi-core machines.

- The STILT index resides entirely in memory to provide efficient search.

- In our experimental evaluation involving 3 real-words datasets, STILT performed significantly better than ST2I and an extended $I^3$ index.

- On the datasets we used, STILT can be built faster than ST2I and $I^3$.

- STILT uses no more memory to build its index than to search it.
• STILT places the burden of boundaries on the programmer, but it affects distribution predictably. This fact can be exploited to increase performance.

• STILT requires less RAM than ST2I for optimal performance, when we take into consideration the size of ST2I’s memory mapped file.
Chapter 2

Related work

First, we present related work on trie-based indexes. We then discuss prior research pertaining to spatio-textual, temporal-textual, and spatio-temporal indexes, respectively. Finally, we outline existing work on integrated spatio-temporal textual indexes.

Note that the objectives of our parallel integrated index include supporting concurrent spatio-temporal textual data ingestion and ranked ad hoc (snapshot) query processing in a modern server class machine having large memory and many cores. Therefore, distributed spatio-textual indexing approaches, such as Tornado [23], are beyond the scope of this thesis. Publish-subscribe indexing approaches for continuous spatio-temporal queries, such as TaSK [3] or AP-Tree [35], are also outside our scope.
2.1 Trie-based Index

A trie is a data structure in which each child of a node shares a common prefix. As such, the search process involves deciding which child to proceed with depending on remaining components of a search key. A binary Patricia trie [24] can reduce the tree height by skipping nodes having only one child. In recent times, trie-based main memory indexes have received renewed attention, particularly with the popularity of in-memory databases. The Adaptive Radix Trie (ART) [18] is a recently proposed index that dynamically adapts the node structure by selecting more compact representations. A follow-up work, Height Optimized Trie (HOT) [2], attempts to optimize the tree height by combining multiple nodes of a binary Patricia trie into compound nodes with a maximum predefined fanout.

STILT is a multi-dimensional binary Patricia trie with an adaptive node-allocation strategy to save memory. ART and HOT each also employ trie-based approaches; however, they do not handle multi-dimensional data, involving spatial, temporal, and textual components like STILT.

2.2 Spatio-temporal Index

Due to the rising popularity of Location-Based Services (LBS), a number of spatio-temporal indexes were proposed. Many of these approaches utilize a versioned organization that maintains particular data structure “snapshots” obtained at regular time intervals.
The BB\textsuperscript{z}-index [20] is a technique that keeps a forest of B\textsuperscript{z}-trees [14], each tree for a different time interval. A B\textsuperscript{z}-tree exploits a B-tree to index the object locations converted into space filling curve (SFC) codes. The ST2B-tree [5] is another B-tree based technique. Several R-tree based approaches have also been proposed. The STR-tree [28] uses an R-tree to index moving object trajectories. The MV3R-tree [31] uses multiple versions of R-trees that resemble a BB\textsuperscript{z}-index.

### 2.3 Spatio-textual Index

In recent years, spatial keyword search has become increasingly important. In response, a number of spatio-textual indexes have emerged which can be classified into three groups based on their structure: R-tree based, grid-based, and space-filling-curve based. Chen et al. [4] conducted an evaluation study of 12 of these indexes and reported that not all of them support the top-k spatial keyword search query.

The R-tree based approaches generally combine an R-tree with an inverted file, the IR-tree [7] being a classic example. It augments the nodes of the R-tree with summary information of the textual content of the node’s corresponding subtree. In this approach, an upper bound of the textual relevance score is computed from the summary information, and the spatial relevance is calculated from the MBR. This can be used for pruning search paths. The authors also present variants of the IR-tree, namely, the DIR-tree, the CIR-
tree and the CDIR-tree. To deal with the widely varying frequency of terms, the S2I [30] index uses different approaches. For infrequent keywords, all the elements in the inverted file are stored sequentially to minimize I/O. For frequent keywords, an aggregated R-tree (aR-tree) is used for pruning. The I$^3$ index [38] utilizes a textual partitioning approach similar to S2I. However, their spatial data structure differs from that of S2I, as they use a quadtree instead of an R-tree. SFC-QUAD [6] is a space filling curve approach that orders documents on their position in a Z-curve and stores them in an inverted list.

The grid-based indexes normally integrate a grid index with a textual index. Among these, the two most prominent ones are ST & TS [34] and SKIF [16]. To maintain the textual information, SKIF utilizes an inverted-file structure. ST and TS are spatial-first and textual-first indices, respectively. Pastri [29] is a hybrid index that integrates a grid with an STR R-tree; it maintains inverted lists in each cell of a grid. It assumes the locations of each document as a region, rather than a point, and the cells that overlap the query window are considered for further processing.

While most spatio-textual indexes support range queries, only a few of them support top-k spatial keyword search. The R-tree based approaches, such as IR-tree, S2I and I$^3$ support it. SFC-QUAD [6] is among only a few non-R-tree based approaches to support top-k search. As noted by [4], the grid-based approaches only support boolean range queries, but not top-k search.
2.4 Temporal-textual Index

Although a number of indexes have been proposed that support temporal keyword queries, only a few incorporate temporal and textual relevance scores [12]. T2I [15] is a grid-based approach that combines temporal and textual elements into an inverted list. However, its storage requirement is quite high and it is susceptible to data skew. To address these issues, He [10] explored ways to partition data in order to organize documents by time.

2.5 Unified Spatio-temporal Textual Index

According to the authors [12], ST2I is the first index that integrates spatial, temporal, and textual components in a single structure. It index consists of a compact kd-tree (KTree) and the data is stored on disk in a fixed size array of KBlocks, called the KBlock file. The KBlocks store KPoints, which are (key → id) mappings. Each successive level of the the KTree alternates between latitude, longitude, text, and time. The internal nodes in maintain the splitting point of their dimension along with a pointer to the left and right child nodes, whereas the leaf nodes contain an offset in the KBlock file. As mentioned in section 1.1, ST2I has several limitations including a lack of support for non-Latin character sets, the need for complete index reconstruction in to insert new data, and a lack of support for concurrent index building and query execution. ST2I uses functions word_to_id and id_to_word to map terms to number and vice versa; however, the algorithms used do not handle
non-alphanumeric characters in words, which can exist in many documents. Another issue is that the character '0' to map to the number zero, which is indistinguishable from the lack of a character. This is not a problem for zeroes which appear after other, non-zero characters; however, when a word is prefixed with zeroes, there is no way to distinguish the absence of characters (a shorter string) from a string prefixed with zeroes. For example, the string "a", "0a", and "00a" all map to the number ten. The \texttt{id\_to\_word} function will invariably convert the number ten to the string "a", breaking the bijective property. This can be remedied by reserving a value to represent the absence of a character.

Other than ST2I, a few other indexes were designed to support queries on data with spatial, temporal, and textual attributes. These systems include Taghreed [21], Mercury [22], and STTIA [1]; however, unlike ST2I, they neither incorporate space, time, and text in a unified data structure, nor support a combined spatio-temporal textual ranking scheme.
Chapter 3

The STILT Index

In this chapter, we discuss the STILT data structure and its use as an index. We begin with an overall description of its structure and components, followed by an example. We then explain how to build, search, and compress the index. Finally, we discuss concurrency support.

3.1 Structure

The STILT index is an in-memory Patricia trie [24, 26, 2] designed to support highly efficient insertion and search. It maps multi-dimensional keys to ids and relies on an external data store to map the ids to documents. STILT requires a pre-determined maximum length $L \in \mathbb{Z}^+$, a number of dimensions $N \in \mathbb{Z}^+$, a mapping function for each dimension, and a path schedule. To map a key to a leaf, we map each of its keys into an integer, then we combine
these integers into a single string of \( L \) bits we call a path. The combining process interleaves the bits according to the path schedule, which dictates the order in which the bits are to be concatenated to produce a path. The schedule also implicitly dictates how many significant bits are needed for each integer. We chose a balanced schedule, as shown in the following example.

Let \( y, x, w, t \) be the integer mappings for a key

\[
\text{path} = y_1x_1w_1t_1y_2x_2w_2t_2 \ldots y_nx_nw_nt_n \mid n = \lfloor L/4 \rfloor
\]

A path maps to a leaf node by interpreting its bits as left or right choices (i.e. 0 = go left, 1 = go right) as we descend from a parent node.

### 3.2 Components

Our unique implementation of the Patricia trie uses an adaptive node allocation strategy to minimize memory usage. We use instances of NonLeafNodes and LeafNodes, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The LeafNode stores \((key \rightarrow id)\) mappings in its only attribute, named items. This attribute references either an array of mappings or a mapping -- a memory optimization which is hidden from the user via the forEachEntry visitor function. The NonLeafNode is composed of a left and right child node and has abstract methods for long-edge encoding. By default, the non-leaf node supports a length of one, represented by picking the left or right child; the implementations of NonLeafNode
can increase the maximum representable length of its edges by implementing the path and length methods. The length methods report how many bits of the path method are relevant, and the path represents a series of left-right choices encoded as a binary string. For example, a Node0 can only support a path length of one because it has no attributes to store more edge information. Conversely, the Node64 can support path lengths of up to 65; the 64 extra bits of path information are encoded in 64 bit integers. Whenever a NonLeafNode is created, the smallest implementation that is guaranteed to fit all possible edges is created. For example, if a STILT index has a length of 64, it is guaranteed that a non-leaf node at a length of 63 can only have immediate children; therefore, a Node0 is sufficient. Conversely, for a
non-leaf node created at a length of 10, its children may be at a distance of up to 53; therefore, a Node64 is required to ensure any subsequent insertion succeeds. Consequently, the root node for such a STILT index will always be a Node64, since the first insertion is guaranteed to result in a single edge with a path length of 64 bits.

### 3.3 Example

To illustrate the components, we produced the sample data set in Table 3.1 and the corresponding STILT index in Figure 3.2. The color coding indicates which parts are related to latitude, longitude, text, and time.
Table 3.1: Three example documents and their binary representation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Doc id</th>
<th>Original document</th>
<th>Document keys</th>
<th>Binary representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>(42,96, {bakery, desserts}, 1539993601)</td>
<td>(42,96, bakery, 1539993601)</td>
<td>(10010010, 11111111, 00010000, 11111111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(42,96, desserts, 1539993601)</td>
<td>(10010010, 11111111, 00100001, 11111111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(39,72, {bar, alcohol}, 1539993601)</td>
<td>(39,72, bar, 1539993601)</td>
<td>(10000101, 11111111, 00010000, 11111111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(39,72, alcohol, 1539993601)</td>
<td>(10000101, 11111111, 00001011, 11111111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(41,69, {diner, desserts}, 1540191601)</td>
<td>(41,69, diner, 1540191601)</td>
<td>(10001101, 11111111, 00100010, 11111111)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(41,69, desserts, 1540191601)</td>
<td>(10001101, 11111111, 00100001, 11111111)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2: STILT index illustration with three documents as shown in Table 3.1 (maximum depth restricted to 32 bits).
3.4 Insertion

The STILT index is built by iterative insertion. The process has three steps, as described in Algorithm 1. We first calculate the path for the key (line 2) by combining the hashes according to the schedule. Then, we acquire the appropriate leaf node (line 6). Finally, we append the mapping from key to id to the leaf node’s list (line 7).

**Algorithm 1**: Insert a key into the STILT index.

```plaintext
1 Function stilt_insert(key, id)
2     path ← combine(flat(key.latitude),
3             flon(key.longitude),
4             fword(key.word),
5             ftime(key.time))
6     node ← getsert(root, 0, path)
7     insert(node, (key → id))
```

Acquiring a node from the STILT index for insertion is described in algorithm 2. It is a continuation (line 16) function [11]; it returns lambda functions representing the next piece of work until it is finished, at which point it returns a result. The algorithm descends into the trie until a leaf node is found (line 2), or until it is at the proper location to create the desired node (lines 14 and 20).

Splitting an edge to create a new leaf node is described in algorithm 3; it involves three steps. First, we create a common node at the length where the existing path and the new path diverge (line 3). Then, we create an edge on the common node to which we attach the preexisting node such that its
Algorithm 2: Get a specific leaf node from the STILT index.

Output: The node at path; it is created if it does not exist.

Function getsert (node, depth, path) : LeafNode
1. if depth = 64 then return node;
2. go_right ← msb(path)
3. depth ← depth + 1
4. path ← path << 1
5. synchronized (node)
6. edge ← get_edge(node, go_right)
7. if edge does not exist then create it
   edge ← new Edge
   edge.node ← new Node
   edge.length ← 64 − depth
   edge.path ← path
   set_edge(node, go_right, edge)
   return edge.node
8. else if edge matches path then continue search
   continue with getsert(edge.node,
   depth + edge.length,
   path << edge.length)
9. else split the edge
10. return split(edge, depth, path)
path remains unchanged (line 7). Finally, we create a second edge on the common node to which we attach a new leaf node which matches the new path (line 12). We return the new leaf as it is the destination of the path.

### Algorithm 3: Split an edge to create a leaf.

1: `Function split (edge, depth, path) : LeafNode`
2: 
3: \[(node_o, length_o, path_o) \leftarrow\) edge \quad // find the length of the common path
4: \[length_c \leftarrow\) clz(xor(path, edge.path)) \quad // create and link a common node
5: \[node_c \leftarrow\) new Node
6: \[edge.node \leftarrow node_c]
7: \[edge.length \leftarrow length_c]
8: \[edge.o.node \leftarrow node_o]
9: \[edge.o.length \leftarrow length_o - length_c - 1]
10: \[edge.o.path \leftarrow path_o << (length_c + 1)]
11: \[set_edge(node_c, not msb(path), node_o)] \quad // create and link new node
12: \[node_n \leftarrow\) new LeafNode
13: \[edge_n \leftarrow\) new Edge
14: \[edge.n.node \leftarrow node_n]
15: \[edge.n.length \leftarrow 64 - depth - length_c - 1]
16: \[edge.n.path \leftarrow path << (length_c + 1)]
17: \[set_edge(node_c, msb(path), node_n)]
18: \[return node_n]

### 3.5 Range Search

We begin with a general definition of range search, then describe our implementation of it.
3.5.1 Definition

Definition 3.5.1. Given a set of documents $O$, a spatio-temporal textual range search finds and reports the set $X$ of documents matching a query $q$ as follows:

\[ X \equiv \{ \forall x \in X : |q.W \cap x.W| > 0, \]
\[ d(x.\ell, q.\ell) \leq r, q.t_{lo} \leq o.t \leq q.t_{hi} \} \]

Each document $o = (id, \ell, W, t)$ in the set $O$ of indexed documents has an $id$, a location $\ell$, a list of words $W$, and a time $t$ (e.g. the time and date the document was inserted into the database). A query $q = (\ell, r, W, t)$ has a point of interest $\ell$, a radius $r$ for the search disk centered at $\ell$, a set of search terms $W$, a time range $t = (t_{lo}, t_{hi})$. The function $d(\ell_0, \ell_1)$ calculates the distance between two locations.

3.5.2 Implementation

Our spatio-temporal textual range search algorithm is presented in algorithm 4. The search query $(\ell, r, W, t)$ is applied to each keyword in the query (line 4) and is performed in two steps. First, we find every leaf node $n$ which intersects the circular region $(\ell, r)$ and the time range $t$, and may contain at least one word in $W$. Second, for each mapping $m = ((\ell', w', t') \rightarrow id)$ in each $n$, we add $id$ to a result set $R$ if $\ell'$ is within the disk defined by $(\ell, r)$, $w'$ is in $W$, and $t'$ is in $t$. In our implementation, we perform the these
Algorithm 4: Range search using STILT

Output: All the documents matching the search criteria.

Function range_search_stilt(root, query) : List
1 (area, words, time) ← query
2 ids ← ∅
3 foreach w in words do
4 ids ← ids ∪ search_node(root, (area, w, time))
5 return ids

steps simultaneously (line 5) to reduce memory usage, which we describe in algorithms 5 and 6.

Searching for query-matching entries is defined in Algorithms 5 and 6. They are collectively recursive (they call each other). The functions carry a 4-dimensional search range with them which shrinks as they approach leaf nodes; this range determines if a node or its children may be within the search criteria. The search_node function has two main behaviors. If it is passed a leaf node, it gathers all relevant ids (line 23) contained in the leaf and returns them (line 25). If it is passed a non-leaf node, it determines which edges are worth searching (lines 9 and 14) and initiates search_edge with the modified range as appropriate. The search_edge function processes the edge’s path (line 3) to determine range at the node. If the node is within the range (line 9), search_node is initiated with the modified range (line 11).
Algorithm 5: Search node and children for query matching entries.

```python
1 Function search_node (node, query, depth, range) : List
2     if depth < 64 then not a leaf
3         mode ← depth mod 4
4         depth ← depth + 1
5         synchronized (node)
6             edge_l ← node.leftEdge
7             edge_r ← node.rightEdge
8         range ← get(range, mode)
9         if query intersects lower_half(range) then
10            range' ← clone(range)
11            set(range', mode, lower_half(range'))
12            l ← search_edge(edge_l, query, depth, range')
13         else l ← ∅
14         if query intersects upper_half(range) then
15            range' ← clone(range)
16            set(range', mode, upper_half(range'))
17            u ← search_edge(edge_r, query, depth, range')
18         else u ← ∅
19         return l ∪ u
20 else is a leaf
21     ids ← ∅
22     foreach m in node.mappings do
23         if m.key matches query then
24             ids ← ids ∪ m.id
25     return ids
```
Algorithm 6: Process edge before searching node.

1 Function search_edge (edge, query, depth, range) : List
2 path ← edge.path
3 foreach i in [0 .. edge.length) do adjust range
4    mode ← (depth +i) mod 4
5    r ← get(range, mode)
6    if msb(path << i) then r ← upper_half(r)
7    else r ← lower_half(r)
8    set(range, mode, r)
9 if range matches query then
10       depth ← depth + edge.length
11       search_node(edge.node, query, depth, range)

3.6 Lazy Compression

Besides the compression described in section 3.2, STILT can also perform compression on demand to further reduce memory usage. The process involves doing a tree walk of the trie while swapping existing non-leaf nodes for equivalent, smaller copies when possible. There are two conditions to satisfy for a node to be a compressible: it must have two children, and the largest path length of its children must be no larger than the maximum path length of a smaller node implementation. For example, if we have a Node64 with children at lengths 3 and 15, it can be replaced with an equivalent Node16 since this smaller implementation can represent path lengths up to 17; conversely, if a Node64 has children at lengths 1 and 35, it cannot be compressed since the next smallest implementation (Node32) is unable to represent a path of length 35.
3.7 Concurrency

The STILT index supports concurrent insertions with fine-grained locking. Performing insertions and searches concurrently is supported, but it is only partially isolated. A search is guaranteed to include every document inserted before it is initiated; however, it is undefined whether a document being inserted while a search is being executed will be included. This is of no consequence in the case of streaming data; however, if necessary, a master read-write lock can ensure full isolation by preventing insertions from occurring during search operations.

Compression can be performed concurrently with searching; however, in our implementation, compression and insertion cannot be performed concurrently. This limitation is caused by our use of block-based locking, which forces an insertion thread to release a parent node’s lock before acquiring the lock for one of its children. If a compression thread were to swap the child node during this lock-free period, the insertion will continue on a now-disconnected node, breaking the index. If we used non-block-based locking, the insertion thread could acquire the child’s lock before releasing the parent’s, preventing the compression thread from disrupting the insertion process.
Chapter 4

The STILT System

Our system is composed of an index for key searching and an LSM-tree [27, 37] to store documents, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Every document

![STILT architecture diagram](image-url)

Figure 4.1: STILT architecture.
in the system has a unique id associated with it. The LSM-tree maintains (id \rightarrow o) mappings, and the index stores (key \rightarrow id) mappings. A key is composed of a spatial coordinate, a timestamp, and a single word. A document \( o = (id, \ell, W, t) \) has \(|W|\) keys. The following sections describe how documents are ingested and how they are queried.

### 4.1 Data Ingestion

The system can be built iteratively and concurrently. The insertion of a document \( o \) has three steps, as shown in Algorithm 7. First, we generate a unique integer \( id \in \mathbb{Z}^+ \) (line 2). Second, we insert the mapping \( (id \rightarrow o) \) into the LSM-tree (line 3). Third, for each of the \(|W|\) 4-dimensional keys in \( o \), we insert the mapping \( (\text{key} \rightarrow id) \) into the index (line 5).

#### Algorithm 7: Insert a document into the system

**Input** : The backing LSM-tree store, the index, and a document.
**Result** : Generates a unique id for the document, adds the id \rightarrow doc mapping to the backing store, and indexes the id.

```python
Function insert_system(LSM, index, doc) : void
    id ← new_id()
    insert(LSM, id \rightarrow doc)
    foreach key in doc do
        insert(index, key \rightarrow id)
```

If needed, the system supports bulk indexing. During bulk indexing, the id generation and LSM-tree insertion operations are performed iteratively, while (key \rightarrow id) mappings are gathered into a collection to be processed
after all the LSM-tree insertions are completed. This feature was necessary to accommodate ST2I.

4.2 Range Query

The range search algorithm for the system simply involves running range search on the index, which yields an id set, then fetching the matching documents from the LSM-tree [27].

4.3 Top-K Query

4.3.1 Definition

**Definition 4.3.1.** A spatio-temporal textual top-k search extends the range search above to find and report the set $X$ of the $k$ highest ranked documents matching a query $q$. A ranking scheme is used to assign scores and order the documents in $X$.

The top-k query $q = (\ell, r, W, t, k, c)$ adds the parameters $k$ and $c$ where $k$ is the number of ranked documents to return, and $c$ is the maximum number of increases in radius. We use a priority queue to find the $k$ highest ranked documents, as shown in algorithm 8. A unified ranking scheme, explained in equation 4.5 in Section 4.3.2, combines spatial, temporal, and textual components into a single score $S(q, o) \in [0 \ldots 1]$. 
Algorithm 8: Top-K search

**Input:** A search criteria, a result-size $k$, the LSM-tree, the index, and the maximum number of iterations $c$.

**Output:** A list of at most $k$ (document $\rightarrow$ score) mappings.

1. **Function** `topk_search(query, k, data, index, c) : List`

2. radius $\leftarrow$ query.radius

3. results $\leftarrow$ new PriorityQueue($k$)

4. foreach $i$ in $[1..c]$ do

5. clear(results)

6. query.radius $\leftarrow$ radius $\times$ $i$

7. documents $\leftarrow$ range_search(index, query)

8. foreach $o$ in documents do

9. insert(results, $o \rightarrow$ score($o$))

10. if results.size $== k$ then

11. inner_min $\leftarrow$ worst score in results

12. outer_max $\leftarrow$ best score outside of radius $\times$ $i$

13. if inner_min > outer_max then return results

14. return results

4.3.2 Implementation

We describe our spatio-temporal textual top-k search algorithm in algorithm 8. It takes the same parameters as range search, but adds extra parameters $k, c \in \mathbb{Z}^+$. Top-k search takes up to $c$ iterations to compute its result. We increase the search radius linearly (line 6) with each iteration until we either know we have the actual top k results (line 13) or until we have performed $c$ iterations (line 14). We can determine that our result is correct before completing $c$ iterations if two conditions are satisfied: we have already gathered at least $k$ results (line 10), and the score of our worst document is superior to the best document score possible outside the current
search radius (line 12). This hypothetical best scoring document can be calculated by scoring a theoretical document on the periphery of the current search radius with a perfect score in non-spatial dimensions. To calculate the score \( S(q, o) \) for a query \( q \) and document \( o \) (line 9), we begin by calculating three independent scores based on spatial, textual, and temporal similarity. Spatial scoring is based on distance from the query location \( q.\ell \) (Equation 4.1), while temporal scoring is based on recency of the document time \( o.t \) within the query time range (Equation 4.2). For textual scoring, we use term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF, equation 4.4) to score individual words, then combine the word scores using cosine similarity (equation 4.3). We combine the three scores using weights, as seen in equation 4.5. We chose even weights in our evaluation i.e. \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma = \frac{1}{3} \).

\[
S_s(q, o) = 1 - \frac{d(q.\ell, o.\ell)}{q.r} \quad (4.1)
\]

\[
S_t(q, o) = 1 - \frac{o.t - q.t_{\text{min}}}{q.t_{\text{max}} - q.t_{\text{min}}} \quad (4.2)
\]

\[
S_w(q, o) = \frac{\sum_{w \in q.W} \text{tf-idf}(w, o) \text{tf-idf}(w, q)}{\sqrt{\sum_{w \in q.W} \text{tf-idf}(w, o)^2} \sqrt{\sum_{w \in q.W} \text{tf-idf}(w, q)^2}} \quad (4.3)
\]

\[
\text{tf-idf}(\tau, p) = \frac{|\tau \cap p.W|}{|p.W|} \ast \log \frac{|O|}{|\forall o \in O : \tau \in o.W|} \quad (4.4)
\]

**Given** weights \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \in [0 .. 1] : \alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1 \)

\[
S(q, o) = \alpha S_s(q, o) + \beta S_t(q, o) + \gamma S_w(q, o) \quad (4.5)
\]
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Evaluation

In this chapter, we evaluate our index in various settings using the system we define in chapter 4. STILT was compared against the state-of-the-art integrated index, ST2I. In fact, we extended ST2I to support parallel index construction and concurrent query execution, which are not supported by the original ST2I as described in [12]. Although our evaluation of STILT was primarily against ST2I (extended), we also considered the I³ index [38], which is considered to be one of the fastest spatio-textual indexes. Since I³ does not support the temporal aspect, we modified I³ to support spatio-temporal textual top-k query.

We begin by describing our experimental setup, including a description our data sets, query sets, and the environment in which we ran our tests. We then describe our testing methodology. Finally, we reveal our experimental results relating to index construction and query processing, respectively.
Table 5.1: Datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset name</th>
<th>Num. of objects</th>
<th>Average num. of keywords</th>
<th>Max num. of keywords</th>
<th>Average num. of words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spaten</td>
<td>1,523,849</td>
<td>23.26</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>127.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tw20mi</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>28.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>280,000</td>
<td>1018.39</td>
<td>62241</td>
<td>6115.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Experimental setup

In this section we discuss the datasets, query sets, and environment setup.

5.1.1 Datasets

We used three real world datasets: Tw20mi (Twitter), Wikipedia [36], and Spaten [8]. The Twitter dataset consists of 20 million recorded tweets with 28.9 words per tweet, on average. The Wikipedia dataset, extracted from the official Wikipedia dump, has 280,000 articles with an average of 6,115 words per article. Spaten is a collection of documents with check-ins at real points of interest (such as restaurants) and associated user comments, crawled from TripAdvisor; it consists of 1.5 million documents with an average of 128 words per review. The documents in all datasets consist of geo-location, a timestamp, and a list of words. We provide a more thorough summary in Table 5.1.
Table 5.2: Parameter settings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Datasets</td>
<td>Tw20mi, Spaten, Wikipedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of queries</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>5, 10, 15, 20, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal range (in weeks)</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query radius</td>
<td>1 km, 10 km, 100 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of query keywords</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of threads</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 8, 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.2 Query sets

Our query sets consist of 1000 queries each. The query sets were created randomly in such a way that 25% of the queries in each set are guaranteed to return results. The rest of the queries were randomly generated using values existing in the dataset in such a way at least one document is guaranteed to match in each dimension. Note that it is incredibly unlikely that a document will match in all dimensions for these randomly generated queries.

5.1.3 Environment setup

The experiments were conducted on a machine with 16 AMD Opteron processing cores and 128 GB memory. Our implementations are written in Java 9 and were run on Ubuntu 16.04 using Java HotSpot 64-bit Server 18.3.
5.2 Methodology

Table 5.2 describes all variable parameters and shows the default values in bold. We measured construction time and memory usage with the default settings. Each query-set experiment changes one variable while keeping all other variables at their default value. Every data point was measured three times, after one warm up run. Results shown in Figures 5.5 through 5.10 include the standard deviation as well as the average.

Experiments concerning time were measured using within the application itself using System.nanoTime. The experiment concerning size was measured using the Runtime object in Java; this means we measured Java’s heap size, not the total memory used by the application.

5.3 Index Construction Results

This section describes how long it takes to build each index, and how much memory is used in the process.

5.3.1 Index Construction Execution Time

Figure 5.1 shows the index building time for STILT, ST2I and I³, for each of the datasets. In every scenario, STILT outperforms ST2I and I³. For instance with Tw20mi, STILT takes 568.7 seconds, while ST2I takes 1,450.6 seconds and I³ takes 2,390 seconds. Spaten is a smaller dataset, so its index
construction time is relatively smaller for all three indexing methods. With the Wikipedia dataset, STILT is $4.8 \times$ faster than ST2I and $6.5 \times$ faster than $I^3$. STILT’s speed can be attributed to the fact that it resides entirely in memory and does not rely on any temporary data structure during the build process. On the other hand, ST2I and $I^3$ both rely on temporary, in-memory data structures, and they both write a considerable portion of the temporary data structures to disk, which is a slow process.

5.3.2 Index Memory Usage

Figure 5.2 shows the minimum memory required to build each of the indexes. ST2I utilizes memory-mapped files to store its KBlocks, which consumes memory not monitored by the JVM; to compensate for this, we included the memory-mapped file’s size in light green. Taking into account ST2I’s total memory usage, STILT used the least memory in all three cases. STILT’s surprisingly low memory usage while being built is due to our adaptive node
construction and our ability to build the index in-place, without any temporary structures. We did not use STILT’s lazy compression in the figure 5.2 test, which would trade-off increased processing time for reduced memory usage.

![Figure 5.2: Index memory usage](image)

5.4 Query Performance Results

We evaluated the performance of both top-k search and range search. We varied all parameters as described in section 5.1.3. Some parameters are compatible with both range search and top-k, while others (like the \( k \) parameter) only apply to one of them.

5.4.1 Top-k and Range Search: Vary Datasets

We first evaluated the performance of top-k search with STILT, ST2I and \( I^3 \), while varying the datasets, as shown in figure 5.3. STILT was the fastest in all
cases; for example, with the TW20mi dataset, STILT was about twice as fast as ST2I, and 47 times faster than I^3. Due to the poor relative performance of I^3, we omit results involving I^3 in subsequent experiments.

In figure 5.4, we evaluated the range search performance of STILT and ST2I, while varying the datasets. STILT always performs better than ST2I; for example, with the Wikipedia data set, STILT is 4.8× faster than ST2I. Note that no result is presented for I^3, as range search is not supported by I^3.

STILT’s amazing performance in range search is likely due to its ability to search without accessing disk. Unlike with ST2I, which uses disk for its KBlock structure, STILT lets the LSM-tree use the disk completely untested. STILT’s less impressive, though still superior, performance in top-k can be attributed to the fact that documents must be retrieved from disk to be scored; this adds a considerable number of disk requests which makes the LSM-tree a performance bottleneck.

Figure 5.3: Top-k search: vary datasets
5.4.2 Top-k and range search: vary time range

We varied the time range from 1 to 5 weeks by starting with 1 week as the first interval, and then adding 1 week until the largest interval. STILT performs significantly better than ST2I. The top-k search results (Figure 5.5) show that for a time range of 5 weeks, STILT was $1.45 \times$ faster than ST2I. The reason why ST2I is faster for a 2 week time range is unknown, but may be due to lucky distribution among the KBlocks. As for the range search (Figure 5.6), STILT was about $4.4 \times$ faster than ST2I for a time range 5 weeks. As indicated by the relatively large standard deviation error bars, ST2I can exhibit significant variation in its results. We surmise that these large standard deviations might be due to the use of memory-mapped disk I/O which is entirely controlled by the operating system.
5.4.3 Top-K Search: Vary K

We evaluate top-k search query by varying $k$. STILT always performs better than ST2I as indicated in figure 5.7. For instance, with $k=25$, STILT is about $1.2 \times$ faster. We can also see that increasing $k$ does not significantly affect search time.
5.4.4 Top-k search: vary number of keywords

For the top-k search query, we vary the number of keywords from 1 to 5 and evaluate STILT and ST2I performance. As shown in figure 5.8, the number of keywords selected from our query set is not a significant factor in performance. When the number of keywords is 5, STILT is 8.0% faster than the average of its other four results; there are no obvious reasons why this would be so, especially given the small standard deviation.

5.4.5 Range search: vary radius

For range search query, we vary the search radius ranging from 1km to 100km. As shown in Figure 5.9, the search radius is a very significant factor in performance. The execution time ratios (ST2I / STILT) are 9.0, 3.2, and 2.2 for 1km, 10km, and 100km, respectively. The number of results returned increases dramatically as the radius increases; as such, we surmise that the
Figure 5.8: Top-k search: vary number of keywords
decrease in the performance ratio is a result of the reporting cost (fetch from
LSM-tree) dominating the execution time.

Figure 5.9: Range search: vary radius

5.4.6 Top-k search: vary number of threads

All the previous experiments involving query performance evaluation were
conducted in a single-threaded setup even though STILT supports concur-
rent query execution. As mentioned in Section 5, we compare an extended
ST2I implementation, in which we implemented concurrent query execution
support.

Figure 5.10 shows top-k search query execution times for 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16
threads. In single thread execution, STILT was about 1.26× faster than
ST2I; with 16 threads, STILT was 1.6× faster than ST2I. This shows that
ST2I does have potential as a multi-threaded index, but that it does not
scale any faster than STILT does. This means that ST2I will not overtake
STILT in performance on multi-core machines.

![Figure 5.10: Top-k search: vary number of threads](image)
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Conclusion

With the continuous growth of data that includes text, time, and location components, it is important to develop efficient indexes to support spatio-temporal textual search; however, other than ST2I [12], no index incorporates all three data components in a single structure or uses a unified ranking scheme to score the documents. On the other hand, ST2I has a static indexing approach that requires rebuilding the index when new data needs to be ingested. It also does not support parallel operations and supports a limited character set.

6.1 Contributions

To address these limitations, we introduced a parallel in-memory integrated index called STILT, which supports efficient spatio-temporal textual range
search and top-k search using a combined ranking scheme. STILT is a multi-
dimensional binary trie index that is suitable for modern multi-core machines
and uses an adaptive node structure to achieve memory efficiency. It also
supports simultaneous insertion and searching for efficient processing of con-
tinuous data streams. We also provide an easily extensible character mapping
function which can handle any desired character set, with a clear and useful
policy for unrecognized characters. With extensive experimental evaluation,
we demonstrated that STILT significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art
spatio-temporal textual integrated index.

6.2 Future Work

As future work, we would like to explore a few ideas. First, we would like
to store enough information in main memory to compute the top-k score
without retrieving candidate documents. To do this, we would need to know
the frequency of found keywords as well as the total number of words in
the documents. Second, we want to reduce redundant information in keys.
Each of a given document’s keys shares the same latitude, longitude, and
temporal component; the only unique component is the word. We can ex-
tract the duplicate components into a shared object, which would result in
significant savings for datasets like Wikipedia which have over 1,000 keys per
document. Third, we would like to experiment with different mapping func-
tions and path schedules. These two properties of the STILT index define
its distribution and have a very strong impact on its performance; e.g. we could use a Unicode-based [33] character mapping scheme to support virtually every document ever created. Finally, we plan to develop techniques for real-time compression of node type during insertion, rather than relying on lazy compression.
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## Appendix A

### Source Code Statistics

#### A.1 Overall Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Files</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>5,618</td>
<td>STILT Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4,241</td>
<td>STILT System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2,172</td>
<td>ST2I Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>Linear Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>12,696</td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


### A.2 Breakdown By Category

#### STILT Index Source Code Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Files</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3,483</td>
<td>STILT index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>Continuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>Experiment launcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>Visualizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,151</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>5,618</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### STILT System Source Code Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Files</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>LSM-tree interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>863</td>
<td>Top-k search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>Document processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>Range search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>STILT system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4,241</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ST2I Source Code Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Files</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1,477</td>
<td>ST2I index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>KBlock managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Experiment launcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td><strong>2,172</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Baseline Source Code Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Files</th>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Linear Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong></td>
<td><strong>665</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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